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space is vast and empty and cold and dark, with not a lot of interesting things to see, like
planets or stars or planets and stars or planets and stars or whatever. but theres one place that
isnt. this is a computer that has been created by a creature from a planet very far away called
meridia. its been on the station for decades, and its taken on a life of its own. and its the only

thing that causes any sort of excitement on the station at all. thats because the death star isnt
an ordinary space station. its a machine. a computer. a robot. it was built to wage war, to wage

peace, and to wage war against itself. now, its time to kill itself. theres no escape from the
death star. anyone on board is trapped. and if you happen to be a slave or a servant or a

janitor, or one of the plants that are used to feed the people in the death star, its not like you
can make a quick get away. you cant even try to fight the chains. and if you disobey the rules

or work against the plans of the emperor, or if you disobey his orders, he will wipe you out. like,
with a blaster. or with whatever weapon he has on him. he will just open fire on the death star
and destroy it. he doesnt even have to give you any notice. he just doesnt have any need for

rules, laws, or any of that. its a reign of terror, and its always been that way. the death star isnt
a place for people to live. its a place to work. and work you must. or else. there is a class

system on the death star. you have the elite, who are the emperor himself, and all of his top
servants. then you have the nobility, who are the top officers, and then you have the lower and
middle ranks. and finally, you have the slaves. who, basically, are slaves. the imperial people

themselves are the slaves of the emperor.
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the three-act structure of an opera is composed of four basic units: the overture, the recitative,
the aria, and the finale. this final piece usually features a coda to add further intensity to the

piece. the death star cant be performed without an overture, but it would be a boring, dull show
without a coda. the show opens with a special introduction performed by darth vader. if we

were to try and assign a total cost to the death star we have to start with the $15.6 septillion
number just for construction costs. then, you have to add on all of the droids and artificial

intelligence used to maintain and keep the place working. on top of that, throw in salaries for
around 1.5 million people many of whom are soldiers, probably earning combat pay and other

things. we dont know what soldiers earn in the star wars universe, but its not going to be cheap.
c-3po and r2-d2 are used in conjunction with a skywalker saber, which is also used to cut the
lock off the star destroyer that brought luke and obi-wan to jabba. when the two manage to
finally enter jabba's palace, they realize that the fat hutt is, in fact, an innocent victim of a
battle between his empire and a rebel alliance. in an attempt to save him, obi-wan cuts off

jabba's tentacles in order to ensure he dies a painful death, but his efforts are thwarted by an
angry rey-solo. first things first: what is the death star, exactly as mentioned, its a space

station. well, its a giant weapon housed in a space station to be more exact. and its meant to be
the most destructive and powerful weapon in the galaxy (the star wars galaxy, not ours). in

terms of size, its estimated that it would be more than 160 kilometers in diameter (or roughly
100 miles), with the interior acting as a base for the empire. it would be divided up into

different zones, and on the stations surface thousands of guns and weapons would be placed
for defense. 5ec8ef588b
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